
3. Block Buster
Cross out each of the terms that fi t with one of the clues. You will be left with one word that doesn’t fi t; this is your 
answer.

Clues
a. Parts of an animal’s reproductive system.
b.  Parts of a fl ower.
c.  Changes that occur during puberty.
d.  Stages of plant or animal reproductive 

cycles.
Answer

2. Six Word Scramble
Use the clues to work out what the 6 key science words are and then spell the word in the grid by colouring in the 
squares that make up the word. Use different colours for each answer.

RM KY NG ST

TER UM RS WA

COL RI OF OU

FSP SPE IC OV

Word Games

                Germ
ination

1. Terminology Tornado
Using the following science term, see how many words of 3 or more letters you can make in 10 minutes.

PointsPoints
3-4 letters = 1 point3-4 letters = 1 point
5+ letters = 2 points5+ letters = 2 points

ScoresScores
0-5 points = awful0-5 points = awful
6-10 = average6-10 = average
10+ = amazing10+ = amazing

Clues
a. The correct scientifi c name for babies. (9) __________  
b. The stigma is this in an insect pollinated fl ower. (6) __________  
c.  The male human gamete. (5) __________  
d.  A single female gamete. (4) __________  
e.  One of the things seeds need to germinate. (5) __________  
f. Insect pollinated fl owers have petals of bright… (7)  __________  

germination voice deepens vulva anther ovary stigma

penis seed dispersal bract pubic hair nectary sexual maturity

fallopian tube facial hair style muscles grow life cycle mating

uterus fertilisation epididymis pollination scrotum hips widen
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4. Lingo Lattice
All of the answers to the questions are in the lattice below, either as a word or picture. Once you have found each 
one, there will be one left over, this is the fi nal answer.

Questions
1.  An example of asexual reproduction.
2.. Seminal fl uid + sperm.
3. Process where pollen is transferred from anther to stigma.
4. The male gamete of most plants.
5. Another name for the uterus.
6.  An example of a monocotyledon.
7.  The male reproductive parts of a fl ower.
8.  The male gamete of most animals.
9.  Reproduction that involves two different gametes joining 

and makes variation in the offspring.
10. An example of how plants spread their seeds via animals 

(internal).
11. One way that fl owers attract insects in order to be 

pollinated.

Final Answer

pollen mitosis

stamen womb

sexual pollination

semen perfume

5. Crossword

Across
3. This describes the stigma of a 

wind pollinated fl ower.
8. The process when a seed starts 

to grow.
10. Makes semen.
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Down
1. Where the sperm meets the egg 

and fertilises it.
2.  The process by which a plant 

makes food in its true leaves.
4.  A method of seed dispersal that 

relies upon tension in a drying 
pod.

5.  A substance produced in fl owers 
to attract insects.

6.  A seed with only one food 
storage part.

7. Narrow muscular tube that has 
to enlarge to 10 cm during birth.

8.  Sperm, pollen or ovum.
9. The part of a seed where it was 

attached to the ovary.
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